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Abstract: Workload prediction is essential in cloud data centers (CDCs) for establishing scalability
and resource elasticity. However, the workload prediction accuracy in the cloud data center could
be better due to noise, redundancy, and low performance for workload prediction. This paper
designs a hierarchical tree-based deep convolutional neural network (T-CNN) model with sheep
flock optimization (SFO) to enhance CDCs’ power efficiency and workload prediction. The kernel
method is used to preprocess historical information from the CDCs. Additionally, T-CNN model
weight parameters are optimized using SFO. The suggested TCNN-SFO technology has successfully
reduced excessive power consumption while correctly forecasting the incoming demand. Further, the
proposed model is assessed using two benchmark datasets: Saskatchewan HTTP traces and NASA.
The developed model is executed in a Java tool. Therefore, associated with existing methods, the
developed technique has achieved higher accuracy of 20.75%, 19.06%, 29.09%, 23.8%, and 20.5%, as
well as lower energy consumption of 20.84%, 18.03%, 28.64%, 30.72%, and 33.74% when validating the
Saskatchewan HTTP traces dataset. It has also achieved higher accuracy of 32.95%, 12.05%, 32.65%,
and 26.54%.

Keywords: cloud data center; cloud computing; convolutional neural network; sheep flock
optimization; workload prediction; kernel correlation

1. Introduction

A modern computing model is used for business, marketing, academia, research,
and online transactions. It offers all customers flexible and independent pay-per-use IT
resources and pandemic computing services [1]. To sustain constant service availability
and maintain service level agreement (SLA) standards, the scalability of IT resources
is unquestionably a crucial characteristic of the cloud [2]. Therefore, effective resource
management procedures are essential to the continued operation of all data centers [3].
Additionally, fine-grained resource allocation is necessary for the dynamic scheduling
process of jobs such as the sub-units of user applications. Therefore, an effective workload
detection system is crucial for CDCs to achieve these aims [4,5].
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Furthermore, the precise workload forecast approach can efficiently address CDC
resource management decisions [6]. However, the workload prediction method typically
concentrates on various difficulties, such as unpredictable changes in workload prediction
that are openly linked to the redistribution and distribution of resources [7]. It can result
in both overestimating and underestimating resources [8]. Additionally, unneeded and
unreliable information causes inaccurate forecasts with substantial computing costs [9]. In
recent years, many scholars from around the world have become interested in the workload
forecasting issue in CDCs. A time series modeling approach accompanied by a hidden
Markov model (HMM) [10], autoregressive moving average (ARMA) technique [11], dy-
namic resource provisioning (DRP) [12], or autoregressive integrated moving average
(ARIMA) technique [11] are some of the standard workload prediction models proposed
in recent times. However, an effective prediction model is still required to minimize the
prediction error [13]. An essential component of effective cloud resource management is
workload estimation. The precise workload forecast method can efficiently address the
cloud data center’s resource management decisions [14,15]. However, the workload is
poorly projected by the current approaches, which are computationally expensive [16]. It
improves the CDC’s energy efficiency. The present method cannot estimate the prediction
of workload and increasing energy efficiency of the CDC with any degree of accuracy [17].
The most common problems in workload prediction models are as follows:

• Low energy efficiency;
• Poor efficiency;
• Poor forecasting;
• High energy cost;
• Large prediction error; and
• High energy consumption.

A tree-based workload prediction model is developed to address these problems, accu-
rately predicting workload and improving energy efficiency in CDCs while also improving
the forecasting results and enhancing efficiency.

The following is a summary of this manuscript’s primary contributions:

• This publication suggests using a T-CNN optimized with an SFO-based workload
prediction model to improve the power effectiveness of CDCs.

• Initially, redundant data and noise in the historical data obtained from the CDC are
filtered using the Kernel Correlation (KCR) approach [18].

• These preprocessed historical data are given to the T-CNN model to forecast workload
in a dynamic cloud environment, producing the forecasted workload as an output [19].

• To improve the weight parameters of the T-CNN model in this work, an SFO was
devised [20].

• Finally, the suggested TCNN-SFO approach decreases excessive power consumption
in CDCs while precisely predicting the incoming workload.

• The proposed approach is implemented as a Java tool, and the effectiveness of the
suggested TCNN-SFO-based workload prediction model is assessed using assess-
ment metrics.

• This publication undertakes a series of comparative tests by experimenting with
two benchmark datasets, namely Saskatchewan HTTP traces and NASA [21], to show
the efficacy of the suggested method. The performance of the presented model is then
evaluated associated with prevailing technologies.

The sections of this document are as follows. Section 2 of the document describes the
literature survey. Then, the proposed model is described in Section 3, and Section 4 shows
the results. Finally, the manuscript is concluded in Section 5.

2. Related Works

Recent studies based on workload prediction in the cloud are evaluated below.
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The auto adaptive differential evolution (AADE) approach for predicting workload in
the dynamic cloud surroundings was presented by Saxena et. al. in 2020 [22]. The informa-
tion came from the benchmark dataset, which was used for additional processing. Using
the AADE approach, the prediction model familiarizes and absorbs traces of the workload
for particular prediction periods from past data. The model’s results also showed that the
AADE model outperformed techniques in accuracy by 98%, 97%, and 94%, respectively.
However, the AADE model’s energy efficiency is improved to anticipate cloud workload.

A supervised learning (SL) with neural network (NN) model for estimating workload
in CDCs was presented by Kumar J. et al. in 2020 [23]. The adaptive differential evolution
(ADE) model is created to improve the effectiveness of the prediction model. The most
excellent crossover result and mutation operators are attained with the help of this model.
As a result, the NN-SL model outperformed the ADE approach by 91%. However, the NN-
SL’s workload forecasting accuracy was inferior.

Banerjee et al. [24] introduced the concept in 2021 of multi-step-ahead workload predic-
tion using machine learning techniques. This model’s resource allocation was done using
a prediction model, allowing for more effective and lower energy usage. Additionally, the
suggested framework outperforms alternative strategies for long-term workload prediction,
greatly enhances resource use, and enables significant energy savings. However, compared
to other models, multi-step-ahead could have improved efficiency.

A usage prediction of aware-based virtual machine (VM) methodology for achieving
energy-efficient CDCs was presented by Hsieh et al. in 2021 [25]. The dynamic VM method
is frequently used in large CDCs to minimize energy consumption. Here, the technique for
VM provided took into account resource consumption by detecting the host underload and
host overload. Additionally, the given model was used to simulate real-world workloads
in Cloudsim and validated using benchmark techniques. Unfortunately, although this
approach improved energy consumption and service quality, the prediction accuracy fell
short of expectations.

An online multi-resource neural network (OM-NN) proactive and energy-efficient VM
allocation model for CDCs was presented by Saxena et al. in 2021 [26]. The feed-forward
neural network (FFNN) is used to anticipate numerous resources for future applications.
This approach contains two other principles: first, VMs are automatically scaled, and
second, scaled VMs are owed based on the anticipated model’s energy efficiency. That said,
while estimating the resources in the CDC, the given integrated model had a significant
prediction error.

To improve prediction accuracy, Kumar et al. [27] presented the error preventive
score (EPS) based on time series prediction techniques in 2020. The proposed EPS model
was used to reduce prediction errors and produce more accurate forecasts. Additionally,
computations such as magnitude of predictions (MoP) and predictions in error range (PER)
are used to determine the accuracy value. Further, these are verified using three approaches
for workload estimation and five data traces. As a result, the EPS model could predict
workload more accurately by utilizing time series forecasting methods, albeit at a significant
energy cost.

Lin et al. proposed the workload-aware power consumption measuring (WAPCM)
technique for CDCs in 2021 [28]. The WAPCM approach used workload grouping, predic-
tion, and classification to select the best power model for the incoming workload proactively.
The results of the WAPCM model attained better results for reducing the lag in power
estimation. Moreover, the accuracy value of the designed model on server requests traces
and power consumption using WAPCM was high. However, the WAPCM model had
a significant prediction error and high energy consumption.

3. Proposed TCNN-SFO Methodology

The workload prediction model is created to increase cloud efficiency and minimize
energy consumption. However, the current models could be achieving a higher perfor-
mance level. Therefore, this study proposed a T-CNN with SFO for improving power
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consumption and workload prediction. The suggested TCNN-SFO technique’s primary
goal is forecasting workload to increase CDCs’ power efficiency. The information is gath-
ered from two benchmark datasets, Saskatchewan HTTP traces and NASA HTTP traces,
both of which have undergone kernel correlation approach preprocessing. Additionally,
the CDC workloads were accurately predicted using the T-CNN model, and the parameters
were improved using the SFO technique, increasing the cloud’s energy efficiency.

3.1. Data Acquisition

NASA and Saskatchewan HTTP traces are two benchmark datasets used in this study.
In addition, Google cluster traces are used to pick the CPU data traces and memory resource
requests in this case.

3.2. Preprocessing Using KCR Method

The KCR method is employed in this work to preprocess the dataset to reduce un-
desired noise. The KCR technique reduces the redundant data and noise present in the
dataset. The redundant information and noise in the historical data from the CDC are
filtered using the KCR model. Figure 1 depicts the suggested TCNN-SFO model’s pro-
cedures. The designed model used KCR functions, which enhance the data quality and
improve the accuracy of the designed model. Additionally, the developed T-CNN model
has several nodes arranged in a tree-like pattern to make up a tree-CNN. Every node (aside
from leaf nodes) has a DCNN that is trained to categorize the input into one of the node’s
children. The first classification takes place at the root node, which is the tree’s lowest node.
According to the classification label, the image is subsequently sent to its child node. Up
until we reach a leaf node, the final stage of classification, this node further categorizes
the image. Branch nodes are intermediary nodes that have two or more children and at
least one parent. The leaf node is the tree’s highest level. No two leaf nodes have the same
class, which is uniquely associated with each leaf node. In this layer update, the SFO fitness
optimizes the T-CNN parameters and improves the weight limits using a fitness function
to enhance the performance of workload prediction in the cloud. 
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Figure 1. Process of the proposed methodology.
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In this instance, the KCR model successfully tracks the dataset by substituting features
for pixels. Let the overall samples present in the dataset be denoted as O = {1, 2, 3......., n},
with the ke × ke kernel matrix (K) declared in Equation (1),

Kij = ke
(
si, sj

)
(1)

where ke is the factor of kernel correlation and
(
si, sj

)
is the row and column of particular

samples. The redundant data in the samples is eliminated using Equation (2) in the
suggested kernel correlation model.

α = (K + φI)−1y (2)

where K is the kernel matrix, α is the vector coefficient of samples that denotes the solution
of redundant data, y denotes kernel correlation parameters, and φ represents the kernel
correlation factor that can diminish the redundant data in the samples. As a result, the KCR
procedure removes unnecessary information from the data.

3.3. Workload Forecasting Using T-CNN

The NN model is utilized to predict the treasured data in the training input data
samples. In the meantime, the CDC’s workload appearance is dynamic. As a result, the
T-CNN model, which draws its inspiration from hierarchical classifiers, is proposed. In this
instance, the T-CNN model comprises numerous nodes associated in a tree-like fashion.
Additionally, all nodes in the model, except the leaf nodes, include DCNN that have been
qualified to classify the input samples to the node hooked on the offspring nodes of the
tree. Additionally, the categorization brand of the child node is applied to subsequent steps,
which are carried out until the tree’s leaf node. As a result, the leaf node outcome of the
secondary branch node makes up the branch NN’s output node.

Initially, the trained parameters of the T-CNN model are denoted as O = {1, 2, 3......., n}
with n-amount of data.

The NN in this suggested architecture includes numerous layers and functions, such
as a root node with many leaf nodes. Additionally, the task is specified to the technique for
class load prediction. The lesser section of data from the training set can be supplied via
the model’s root node. Three-dimensional matrices are provided by the T-CNN model’s
output node, which is referred to as OK×A×B. Let K represent the total number of root node
children, A denote the number of new classes (workloads), and B represent the sample
data for each class. In addition, O(k, a, b) is called forecast load output of the kth neuron
for the ath data to the bth load. In this equation, the value of kth neuron belongs to [1, K],
bth load belongs to [1, A], and ath data belong to [1, B]. Thus, the regular predicted output
of the A dataset is stated as OK×A

avg , which is calculated using Equation (3):

OK×A
avg (k, a) = ∑A

a=1(O(k, a, b))/A (3)

In addition, the probability of the softmax function is calculated over OK×b
avg and the

possibility matrix RK×b is divided using Equation (4),

R(k, b) =

[
eOavg(k,b)

∑K
k=1 eOavg(k,b)

]
(4)

where the possibility matrix is denoted as RK×b, and eOavg(k,b) signifies the arithmetical
content used to improve power efficiency. Afterward, the ordered list (L) of the workload,
which is produced from RK×b, includes certain assets. Here, the ordered list (L) has data
samples [B1, B2, B3] of each data b loads. Furthermore, the workload output values are
organised in decreasing order as [B1 ≥ B2 ≥ B3]. As a result, the ordering is finished to
ensure that the leaf node of the T-CNN approach receives the projected workload with
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a high probability value. The performance of the designed technique is assessed using
the training approach after comparing the actual and anticipated workload of the model.
The training process is resumed when the mistake score is reduced to the desired level.
The optimization procedure was necessary for the T-CNN model to enhance the network
weight connections. The SFO model improves the estimation of the T-CNN parameters by
enhancing the weight limits.

3.4. Sheep Flock Optimization (SFO)

The SFO is suggested in this study as a method for improving the weight limits of
the T-CNN approach. Here, the proposed SFO approach is a set of two move-section
and grazing-section meta-heuristic mechanisms that are inspired by nature. The previous
experience of the sheep, the shepherd’s advice, and the desire of the sheep to model other
sheep are all factors in the movement phase of this mechanism. Additionally, the grazing
process has been repeated following a few repetitions of the moving stage. So, sheep and
goats are used to study behaviors such as exploitation and exploration.

Step 1: Initialization
This step starts optimizing the sheep flock’s population size, maximum iterations,

dimensions, and cost function. In the suggested method, the benchmark dataset’s processes
are created in the SFO optimization to increase parameter effectiveness. Additionally, the
weight parameter variables are initialized to achieve the optimal solution described in
Equation (5):

S =
(

A, OK×B
avg (k, a), R(k, b)

)
(5)

where OK×B
avg denotes the average predicted output of the A data, and RK×b represents

probability matrix.
Step 2: Random Generation
Following initialization, each member’s placements are determined at random. The

population is divided into segments so that each individual can be assigned to sheep or
goats. Additionally, to determine the best value, the values of random placements are
contrasted with earlier values. Equation (6) is used to determine how much is added to the
operation’s starting point.

Px =
(

2× Rg(S,G)

)
× rand− Rg(S,G) (6)

where Rg(S,G) is defined as the browsing radius of sheep (S) and goats (G), and rand
represents the random value that lies among [0, 1]. Thus, the browsing radius of sheep (S)
and goats (G) is designed using Equations (7) and (8):

Rg(S) = 0.001× (ub − lb)× T (7)

Rg(G) = 0.1× (ub − lb)× T (8)

where ub represents the upper bound, lb denotes the lower bound, and T is the number of
iterations mentioned in Equation (9),

T = 1− [iteration_no/iteration] (9)

Step 3: Calculating Fitness Function
The fitness function is created to find the best solutions to issues. This study uses this

function to optimize the T-CNN model’s parameters. To achieve the optimal answer, the
initialization functions, such as the probability matrix and the average anticipated output of
the data from Equations (3) and (4), are optimized here. Then, each iteration of the model’s
core operations is chosen using the grazing function, as shown in Equation (10).

iteration_no ≥ (iteration)− 5 (10)
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V = S∑N
x=1(Px)T (11)

where V indicates the optimum fitness function based on the number of iterations required
to achieve the ideal parameter setting.

Step 4: Search for a new location
The cost value was better than the initial cost, and the sheep were encouraged to the

new site in this stage. The moving part of this stage calculates the shepherd’s overall best
option, which aids the flock in locating a new home. The shepherd’s order determines the
optimal position in the move section based on the movement origin, which is computed
using an Equation (12),

VSp,1 = (1− T)C.rand(1, Oim)
(

Ggbest − G
)

(12)

where G denotes the current location of sheep, Ggbest represents the best fitness value,
(1, Oim) is the random array that lies between the range [0, 1], and C = 3 ∗ rand and VSp,1
represent the shepherd order based on movement arising. Additionally, the movement
that results from the sheep’s interest in their most recent best practice is determined by
Equation (13),

VLbest,1 = C.rand(1, Oim)(GLbest − G) (13)

where GLbest represents the best fitness value, (1, Oim) is the random array that lies between
the range [0, 1], and VLbest,1 represents the interest of the sheep in the preceding best
experience. Additionally, Equation (14) is used to determine the movement caused by
a sheep’s desire to approach other sheep.

Vother,1 = C.rand(1, Oim)(Grand.S − G) (14)

where Grand.S represents a random generation of sheep’s location and Vother,1 represents the
sheep’s interest in approaching other sheep when the number of iterations is T > 0.3.

Step 5: Update the location to optimize the parameters
The value of herd dispersion is reduced as T ≤ 0.3, based on the sheep movement that

is affected by two conditions, which are,

• The progression from the shepherd’s order to the ideal pasture, and
• The movement results from the sheep’s interest in their most recent positive experience.

Thus, Equation (15) is used to determine the movement that proceeds from the shep-
herd’s command to the ideal place.

VSp2,1 = C1(1− T)
(

Ggbest − G
)

(15)

Additionally, Equation (16) determines the movement caused by the sheep’s interest
in their most recent positive experience.

Vb,1 = V
{

VSp1,1 + VLbest,1 + Vother,1T > 0.3VSp2,1 + VLbest,1T ≤ 0.3
}

(16)

where Vm,1 represents the calculated speed based on sheep movements. Additionally,
Equation (17) moves the sheep from their present position to their next place.

GIteration+1 = V(GIteartion + Vb,1) (17)

Finally, the position of the sheep is updated by the speed of sheep movements. The
value of Vb,1 with fitness value V is utilized to obtain the best solution by optimizing
parameters. Therefore, the optimal value of the model has been attained.

Step 7: Termination
The sheep flock optimization technique is utilized in this case to continuously op-

timize the parameters of the prediction outcomes until the best result is obtained. The
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results of the sheep flock optimization technique finally give the T-CNN’s parameters their
excellent value.

4. Results and Discussion

The effectiveness of the suggested TCNN-SFO model is assessed in this section.
Two benchmark datasets [21] are used to analyze the performance of the proposed ap-
proach. This methodology’s simulation uses a Java tool, which provides practical tools
for precise results. Based on performance measures including precision, accuracy, recall,
correlation coefficient (CoC), energy consumption, mean squared prediction error (MPE),
sum of elasticity index (SEI), and predictions in error range (PER), the TCNN-SFO approach
achieved better results. The simulation parameters for the TCNN-SFO model are shown in
Table 1.

Table 1. Simulation factors.

Factors Value

Task length 1–2000

Memory VM 250–2048

Priority tasks High, medium, and low

The total quantity of tasks 120

Number of virtual machines 50

Number of data centers 1

The performance of the proposed TCNN-SFO methodology is compared with other
techniques, such as the AADE model [22], error preventive score (EPS) in time series
forecasting models (EPS-TSF) [27], bi-phase adaptive learning-based NN (BALNN) [23],
TSF methods for cloud data workload prediction (TSF-CDWP) [29], and the self-directed
workload forecasting (SDWF) method [30].

4.1. Dataset Description

This study used two benchmark datasets, Saskatchewan HTTP traces and NASA, to
validate the results [21]. Two paths from the NASA dataset have two months’ worth of
HTTP requests. The Saskatchewan HTTP traces dataset has seven months’ worth of HTTP
logs. Since there are 672,075 jobs and 48 million tasks, the paths are kept in ASCII files. The
remaining data are taken for testing purposes, with 50% used for training.

4.2. Performance Metrics

Regarding accuracy, recall, precision, CoC, energy consumption, SEI, MPE, and PER,
the suggested TCNN-SFO mechanism’s effectiveness has been assessed (PER).

4.2.1. Accuracy

The accuracy is determined using the formula indicated in Equation (18) and is
calculated to determine the efficacy of the proposed TCNN-SFO method for workload
prediction in the cloud system.

Ac =
tP + tn

tP + fP + tn + fn
(18)

Let tP denote a true positive, fP symbolize a false positive, tn represent a true negative,
and fn denote a false negative.
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4.2.2. Precision

The precision is calculated to assess the effectiveness of the suggested approach when
used with training data that are assessed using Equation (19),

pr =
tP

tP + fP
(19)

4.2.3. Recall

Recall computation is defined as the effectiveness of the suggested technique for
minimizing power usage, while workload prediction is determined using Equation (20).

Re =
tP

tP + fn
(20)

4.2.4. Energy Consumption

Energy consumption is needed for workload detection from CDCs and is calculated
by Equation (21),

Energyconsumption = ET + N ∗ ER (21)

Here, N represents the normal number of neighboring nodes for the communicating
node, ET denotes the communicating energy value, and ER is defined as the received
energy value.

4.2.5. CoC

CoC is described as the arithmetical relationship computation or the design of the
grade of changes among the actual and expected workload. As a result, Equation (22) is
used to compute the value of CoC.

CoC = cor
(
kat, kpt

)
(22)

Let cor be the correlation function, and ka, kp be the actual workload and predicted
workloads, respectively, at the time period t.

4.2.6. SEI

The suggested prediction approach is supported by the computation of SEI, which is
done using Equation (23),

SEI = ∑n
t=1

(
kat, kpt

)(
kat, kpt

) (23)

where (n) denotes the total number of predictions. Additionally, the SEI falls between [0, 1],
which indicates the best and worst workload predictions, respectively.

4.2.7. MPE

The suggested model is well-defined as having great accuracy when the MPE total
score is close to zero and is calculated using an Equation (24).

MPE = 1/n
n

∑
t=1

(
kat − kpt)

2 (24)

4.2.8. PER

The workload forecast is the percentage prediction error (PER), which is calculated
using Equation (25).

ppeT =

∣∣(kat − kpt
)∣∣

kat
× 100 (25)
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4.3. Comparative Analyses of Existing Models

The proposed TCNN-SFO strategy compares the efficiency with other existing meth-
ods, such as the AADE algorithm [22], BALNN [23], EPS-TSF [27], TSF-CDWP [29], and
SDWF [30].

Figure 2 displays a comparison of accuracy calculations obtained from paper [20,21,25,28,29].
At a prediction interval of 20 min, the suggested TCNN-SFO technique has achieved
higher accuracy than the prevailing BALNN, AADE, TSF-CDWP, EPS-TSF, and SDWF
approaches by 21.3%, 43.6%, 24.6%, 23.65%, and 54.64%, respectively. The proposed
method outperformed existing methods with accuracy rates of 20.97%, 41.3%, 23.9%,
21.34%, and 51.09%, respectively, at a prediction interval of 40 min. The suggested method
outperformed existing methods in accuracy by 19.73%, 31.6%, 20.9%, 31.53%, and 21.64%,
respectively, at a prediction interval of 60 min. The TCNN-SFO approach has outperformed
existing methods in accuracy by 19.46%, 30.92%, 21.45%, 13.94%, and 20.6%, respectively,
at prediction intervals of 80 min. By validating at a prediction interval of 100 min, the
suggested model’s accuracy value is 20.64%, 32.95%, 12.05%, 32.65%, and 26.54% higher
than the existing approaches, respectively. As a result, the suggested TCNN-SFO strategy
has a more excellent accuracy value than the already used approaches, which include
BALNN, AADE, TSF-CDWP, EPS-TSF, and SDWF, respectively.
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Figure 2. Accuracy comparison [20,21,25,28,29].

Figure 3 displays a comparison of precision calculations obtained from papers [20,21,25,28,29].
Compared to the current BALNN, AADE, TSF-CDWP, EPS-TSF, and SDWF techniques,
the suggested TCNN-SFO methodology has achieved high precision at 18.9%, 32.5%, 19%,
30.9%, and 13.75%, respectively, at prediction interval 20 min. The proposed method
outperformed existing methods in high precision by 17.8%, 38.9%, 12.6%, 21.6%, and 20.9%,
respectively, at a forecast interval of 40 min. At a prediction interval of 60 min, the suggested
method outperformed existing methods in high precision by 17.65%, 27.8%, 18.7%, 28.6%,
and 18.6%, respectively. The TCNN-SFO approach has outperformed previous algorithms
in high precision by 25.6%, 32.5%, 15.8%, 21.3%, and 16.7%, respectively. at prediction
intervals of 80 min. By validating at a prediction interval of 100 min, the suggested model’s
precision value is 32.6%, 34.5%, 17.8%, 28.9%, and 19.6% higher than that of the existing
approaches, respectively. As a result, the suggested TCNN-SFO strategy has a more
excellent precision value than the already used approaches, which include BALNN, AADE,
TSF-CDWP, EPS-TSF, and SDWF, respectively.
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Figure 4 displays a comparison of recall calculations [20,21,25,28,29]. At a prediction
interval of 20 min, the suggested TCNN-SFO technique has achieved higher recall than
the current BALNN, AADE, TSF-CDWP, EPS-TSF, and SDWF approaches by 26.7%, 25.4%,
19.7%, 12.6%, and 16.5%, respectively. The planned method outperformed prevailing
methods in terms of recall by 12.7%, 29.7%, 26.5%, 11.75%, and 21.79%, respectively, at
a prediction interval of 40 min. The suggested strategy outperformed previous approaches
in terms of recall by 29.6%, 29.7%, 25.6%, 17.67%, and 35.6%, respectively, at a prediction
interval of 60 min. The TCNN-SFO strategy outperformed previous approaches in the
recall by 23.4%, 34.57%, 13.7%, 20.9%, and 19.87%, respectively, at a prediction interval of
80 min. Consequently, validating at a prediction interval of 100 min, the suggested model’s
recall value is 21.4%, 19.6%, 23.6%, 20.9%, and 19.87% higher than the existing approaches,
respectively. Therefore, compared to existing systems including BALNN, AADE, TSF-
CDWP, EPS-TSF, and SDWF, the suggested TCNN-SFO methodology has a more excellent
recall value.
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Figure 5 displays a comparison of energy usage calculations [20,21,25,28,29]. The
suggested TCNN-SFO strategy has achieved lower energy usage at prediction intervals of
20 min than the current BALNN, AADE, TSF-CDWP, EPS-TSF, and SDWF approaches by
35%, 32.6%, 38.7%, 26.84%, and 55.9%, respectively. In addition, the proposed method has
achieved reduced energy usage than existing methods by 27.8%, 31.5%, 37.6%, 29.2%, and
33.8%, respectively, at the 40-min forecast interval.
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Figure 5. Energy consumption comparison [20,21,25,28,29].

The proposed method has achieved lower energy usage than existing methods by
25.6%, 24.7%, 29.95%, 23.7%, and 31.2%, respectively, at a prediction interval of 60 min.
The TCNN-SFO approach has achieved lower energy usage than existing systems by
19.8%, 27.57%, 26.7%, 29.4%, and 31.8%, respectively, at prediction intervals of 80 min.
Furthermore, the suggested model has achieved lower energy consumption than the current
approaches by 27.4%, 26%, 23.7%, 34.7%, and 36.5%, respectively, at prediction intervals of
100 min. Therefore, compared to existing systems including BALNN, AADE, TSF-CDWP,
EPS-TSF, and SDWF, the suggested TCNN-SFO approach uses less energy.

Figure 6 displays a comparison of CoC calculations [20,21,25,28,29]. At a prediction
interval of 20 min, the suggested TCNN-SFO strategy has achieved higher CoC than the
current BALNN, AADE, TSF-CDWP, EPS-TSF, and SDWF techniques by 64.7%, 54.6%,
53.9%, 33.6%, and 27.8%, respectively. The proposed method has achieved higher CoC than
previous methods by 54.6%, 55%, 35.6%, 32.95%, and 21.7%, respectively, at a prediction
interval of 40 min. The proposed strategy outperformed prevailing approaches in terms
of CoC by 24.5%, 22.7%, 20.95%, 32.6%, and 29.8%, respectively, at a prediction interval of
60 min. The TCNN-SFO approach outperformed previous approaches by 34.6%, 56.7%,
29.67%, 33.6%, and 27.6%, respectively, at a prediction interval of 80 min. By validating
at a prediction interval of 100 min, the suggested model’s CoC value is 32.7%, 24.5%,
29.86%, 19.6%, and 21.7% higher than the existing approaches, respectively. As a result, the
suggested TCNN-SFO strategy has a higher CoC value than the already used approaches,
such as BALNN, AADE, TSF-CDWP, EPS-TSF, and SDWF.
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Figure 7 displays a comparison of SEI calculations [20,21,25,28,29]. At a prediction
interval of 20 min, the suggested TCNN-SFO technique has achieved higher SEI than the
current BALNN, AADE, TSF-CDWP, EPS-TSF, and SDWF approaches by 23.5%, 14.7%,
24.6%, 12.4%, and 10.9%, respectively. The proposed method outperformed existing meth-
ods in terms of SEI at prediction intervals of 40 min by 28.9%, 17.8%, 21.3%, 15.7%, and
13.67%, respectively. The proposed strategy outperformed previous approaches for high
SEI by 19.8%, 16.9%, 18.3%, 26.7%, and 8.9%, respectively, at a forecast interval of 60 min.
The TCNN-SFO approach has achieved higher SEI than previous approaches by 21.8%,
20.5%, 18.7%, 19.6%, and 12.5%, respectively, at a prediction interval of 80 min. By validat-
ing at a prediction interval of 100 min, the suggested model’s SEI value is 15.6%, 12.7%,
19.8%, 17.95%, and 21.65% higher than the existing techniques, respectively. Therefore, the
suggested TCNN-SFO strategy has a higher SEI value than the already used approaches,
such as BALNN, AADE, TSF-CDWP, EPS-TSF, and SDWF.
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Figure 8 displays a comparison of MPE calculations [20,21,25,28,29]. At a prediction
interval of 20 min, the suggested TCNN-SFO technique has achieved less MPE than the
prevailing BALNN, AADE, TSF-CDWP, EPS-TSF, and SDWF methods by 10.6%, 26.7%,
24.5%, 20.9%, and 8.7%, respectively. The proposed method has achieved less MPE than
existing techniques at prediction intervals of 40 min by 9.97%, 24.5%, 29.7%, 21.8%, and
19.87%, respectively. The suggested method outperformed previous methods in terms of
low MPE at prediction intervals of 60 min by 8.9%, 12.6%, 17.85%, 21.64%, and 17.85%,
respectively. At a prediction interval of 80 min, the TCNN-SFO technique has achieved
less MPE than previous methods by 19.45%, 21.56%, 24.9%, 29.07%, and 5.6%, respectively.
Consequently, when validating at a prediction interval of 100 min, the suggested model’s
MPE value is 18.9%, 21.6%, 17.5%, 13.6%, and 29.6% less than the currently used approaches,
respectively. Therefore, compared to prevailing methods including BALNN, AADE, TSF-
CDWP, EPS-TSF, and SDWF, the MPE value of the suggested TCNN-SFO approach is lower.

Figure 9 displays a comparison of PER calculations [20,21,25,28,29]. The suggested
TCNN-SFO strategy has outperformed the prevailing BALNN, AADE, TSF-CDWP, EPS-
TSF, and SDWF techniques by 12.46%, 15.77%, 23.65%, 20.69%, and 21.85%, respectively, at
forecast interval 20 min. The suggested method has outperformed previous methods by
13.5%, 11.8%, 23.5%, 19.45%, and 15.6%, respectively, at prediction intervals of 40 min. The
suggested way beat earlier approaches in terms of PER at prediction intervals of 60 min by
18.9%, 24.7%, 16.5%, 28.09%, and 17.8%, respectively.
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approach to remove any redundant data from the database. Then, the suggested T-CNN 
model detects the workload and adjusts the weight parameters using the SFO. Thus the 
designed model successfully forecasts the workload in CDCs, enhancing the cloud’s 
power efficiency. The attained results of the developed model are validated with prevail-
ing models including BALNN, AADE, TSF-CDWP, EPS-TSF, and SDWF models. Finally, 
the suggested TCNN-SFO methodology has obtained 20.64%, 32.95%, 12.05%, 32.65%, and 
26.54% higher accuracy, respectively, while using 27.4%, 26%, 23.7%, 34.7%, and 36.5% 
less energy, respectively, to validate datasets. However, the complexity of the designed 
model is a high-cost and non-convex problem. In the future, hybrid optimization enhances 
workload prediction performance and gains better experimental outcomes. 
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The TCNN-SFO strategy has outperformed other approaches by 17.7%, 23.67%, 20.8%,
17.69%, and 28.7%, respectively, at a prediction interval of 80 min. However, by validating
at a prediction interval of 100 min, the suggested model’s PER value is subsequently
19.59%, 23.07%, 21.98%, 19.9%, and 27.07% lower than the existing approaches, respectively.
As a result, the suggested TCNN-SFO strategy has a lower PER value than the already used
approaches, such as BALNN, AADE, TSF-CDWP, EPS-TSF, and SDWF.

5. Conclusions

Design an SFO-based T-CNN model for workload forecasting in CDCs and improve
power efficiency. The dataset used for the research are benchmark datasets, Saskatchewan
HTTP traces and NASA. Initially, preprocessing is processed using a kernel correlation
approach to remove any redundant data from the database. Then, the suggested T-CNN
model detects the workload and adjusts the weight parameters using the SFO. Thus the
designed model successfully forecasts the workload in CDCs, enhancing the cloud’s power
efficiency. The attained results of the developed model are validated with prevailing
models including BALNN, AADE, TSF-CDWP, EPS-TSF, and SDWF models. Finally, the
suggested TCNN-SFO methodology has obtained 20.64%, 32.95%, 12.05%, 32.65%, and
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26.54% higher accuracy, respectively, while using 27.4%, 26%, 23.7%, 34.7%, and 36.5%
less energy, respectively, to validate datasets. However, the complexity of the designed
model is a high-cost and non-convex problem. In the future, hybrid optimization enhances
workload prediction performance and gains better experimental outcomes.
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